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Dialogue Distillation: Open-domain 
Dialogue Augmentation Using

Unpaired Data
Rongsheng Zhang , Yinhe Zheng, Jianzhi Shao, 

Xiaoxi Mao, Yadong Xi, Minlie Huang
NetEase, THU



Main idea

● Find an retrieve reasonable responses from unpaired data in a 
large-scale corpus for the given query in a existed dataset. The found 
responses can form some new samples to enhance the training 
process.

● The augmented training data is more diverse which will benefit the 
performance of model.



The framework
Assuming there are two sets of data, 
paired data                                    and 
unpaired data 

There are mainly two steps:

1) finding candidate pairs in the 
unpaired data

2) filtering low-quality candidates and 
only remain the high-ranked ones. 



Construct candidate pairs
1. A single sentence S is firstly randomly selected from
2. Using BM25 algorithm, treating S as a candidate query, retrieving n 

queries                      from      . Then obtain n query-response pairs    
df

3.  For each response     , further retrieve m similar sentences from 
unpaired data       , obtaining               candidates pairs                     
sdd



Filtering low-quality pairs
A BERT model is used to select which candidate pairs can benefit the 
model training, in other words, having high matching scores.

The BERT model is firstly fine-tuned on the paired dataset     , where 
negative samples are obtained by replacing original response with a 
randomly selected one.

For each selected sentence S from unpaired, only the pair with the top-1 
score from             candidate pairs whose score is also higher than a 
threshold will be added to the augmented dataset 



Combine the dialog-distillation loss with model
1. For retrieval-based model. The matching loss and knoledge distillation 

(KD) loss are 

The final mathcing model is trained using loss 

2. For generation-based model, the generation loss and the KD loss are 

      The model is trained using loss



Experiment
Data: The method is evaluated on data collected from Weibo, in which     
contains 300K pairs and      contains 2M sentences.

Models: For retrieval-based, the matching model is directly used a the 
teacher model for KD and the final model is trained on                . For 
generation-based model, a GPT-based Encoder-decoder model is firstly 
trained on      using NLL loss as the teacher model and then the final 
model with the same architecture is trained using the combined loss.

Baselines: it considers CAVE, ,Back-translation (BT),  Sampling pairs 
from       and retrieve a best-matched pair from       (SP). 



The main results are shown as below. It conducts evaluation using Distinct-X for 
diversity, Novelty-X for the n-gram diversity of new obtained samples and human 
evaluation.      is the filtering threshold. It can be found that the method can benefit 
the diversity. But it may not be good for generation coherence when     is small.



It also conducts experiment on some variants. Teacher: only train a teacher model 
on the paired data. AP: train the model only on augmented data with NLL loss. UP: 
firstly fine-tune model on unpaired data, then using the weights to initialize the final 
model trained on      using NLL loss. NP+ML: randomly sampling 300k pairs from 
Weibo as the augmented data. DL+ML: the proposed method. DL+PreT: first train 
the model on       then on      .  

w/o ML: without model KD 
loss, w/o DL: without data 
distillation (augmentation), 
w/o PD: without original 
paired data      , w/o 
Ranking: candidates are 
directly used without 
filtering.



Filtering Noisy Dialogue Corpora
by Connectivity and Content 

Relatedness
Reina Akama , Sho Yokoi, Jun Suzuki, Kenrato Inui

Tohoku University, RIKEN



Main idea
● Some dialogue datasets are noisy (e.g. OpenSubtitles) so it is 

worthwhile to make it applicable for training neural models with 
satisfactory performance.

● This paper proposes a noisy data filtering method based on the 
connectivity (key phrases) and content relatedness (topic 
commonality), which is used to remove the unacceptable utterance 
pairs. It is a statistical method.

● The method shows high consistency with human evaluation as well as 
results in a better performance of generation model.



Human evaluation on noisy data

● Human evaluation is firstly conducted on OpenSubtitles dataset to 
check the acceptance status of utterances.

● It found that only half samples are acceptable. And it also found that 
utterance pair with high score usually have some specific patterns 
(e.g. (why, because), (what do you want, I want)) or on the same 
topic. These forms the intuition of their method.



Data filtering method
Given a utterance pair (x, y)
1. Connectivity: f and e are phreases obtained from x and y respectively. f           
is all phrase (n-gram) pairs from (x, y),       is all phrase pairs obtained 
from entire dataset. It uses a phrase extraction technique from SMT (e.g. 
Moses) to obtain the subset     of      , which are phrases that contributes 
to the connectivity.
The connectivity is estimated via 

nPMI is normalized pointwise mutual information to ensure that the 
low-frequency phrases do not take very large values.



2. Content relatedness: Let v(x) and v(y) as the sentence vector of x and y, which 
is obtained via the mean value of token-level FastText embedding, the content 
relatedness is calculated via

It uses cosine simialrity to measure the topic relatedness.

The final score is the combination of two scores.

Each score will be normalized by the summation of all scores on the whole 
dataset. Utterance pairs with low scores will filtered in experiment.



Human evaluation consistency experiment
● It first test the consistency between the score and human evaluations.
● Two baselines: 1) Token-level entropy of source/target utterance, 

which is used to rank the pair (Casky SRG/TRG); 2) A conditional 
cross-entropy computed based on a neural encoder-decoder model, 
originally for NMT (Junczys)

● The proposed           shows 
higher correlation with 
subjective evaluation.



Some examples are given below, which proves that the combination of two scores 
is better than a single score.

And such filtering will not affect the diversity of samples after filtering.



Experiment on neural models
Transformer-based encoder-decoder model is used as the base model. Model will 
be trained on non-filtered data and data after filtering using different methods. 
English OpenSubtitles is used as the dataset.          means the ratio of low/high 
scored responses by human.  The model trained on data filtered by this method is 
superiority to other methods especially on diversity.



Conclusion
This paper proposes a simple dialogue data filtering (augmentation) method purely 
based on the statistics of utterance pairs, whose intuition comes from the 
subjective experiment on the acceptability of utterance pairs in existed dataset. It 
proves its effectiveness on noisy data. 

Data augmentation is not only increasing sample numbers but also removing 
distractor samples to improve the data quality.



Sequence-Level Mixed Sample Data 
Augmentation

Demi Guo, Yoon Kim, Alexander M. Rush
Harvard, MIT-IBM, Cornell



Main idea

This paper proposes a text sequence augmentation method SeqMix, in 
which a new sample is crafted by softly mixing two sentences via a 
convex combination of the original examples. It is a simple method that 
may be effective for various language applications.

It can be regarded as a sequence-level variant of MixUp approach which 
has been used in image classification.



Method
Let               and               be the source and target sequence in which V is 
the vocabulary size. Then a binary combination vector is sampled where 
fd                                 , each element satisfies Bernoulli distribution.

The new sample is obtained via

Such a new sample may contain valid subparts for model to learn 
compositional structure.

The training objective is below, where              is the log-softmax layer 



In fact, the soft version of the expected sample is 

Here    is the parameter of Bernoulli distribution sampled from Beta 
distribution.
In fact, the new sample can be regarded as a weighted sum between two 
samples. It also lists the difference between it and previous methods.



Experiment
It is tested on machine translation datasets, command execution dataset 
(SCAN) and semantic parsing dataset (SQL Queries), compared with 
other augmentation baselines. GECA is a method that enumerate valid 
swaps in text-piece level. 



SeqMix: Augmenting Active 
Sequence Labeling via Sequence 

Mixup
Rongzhi Zhang, Yue Yu, Chao Zhang

Georgoa Tech



Similar to the former paper, it is also a MixUp paper. The difference is that 
this paper introduce more complex MixUp strategy (whole sequence-level, 
subsequence-level, and label constrained subsequence-level), as well as 
a scoring function to determine whether current text will be augmented.

The work is targeted on sequence-labeling task (e.g. NER), but it can also 
be used on generation tasks. It considers low-resource setting so the 
samples will be augmented iteratively.

Main idea



Sequence mixup in embedding space
Given two sequence                           ,                         and their 
corresponding embeddings                          ,                          , and the 
vocabulary    and all embedding   obtained from BERT, the mixed token is

The label for two sequences are                  and                , the mixed label 
is 

To select paired sequence, it measure the label density for each 
sequence,       means the ratio of valid labels among all labels. Only 
sequence with density higher than a threshold will be regarded as a 
candidate           .



Three kinds of sequence mixup strategies
1.Whole sequence mixup: given two sequences                     with the 
same length and satisfy           , all tokens will be performed mixup.
2. Subsequence mixup: given a window with a fixed-length s, two series of 
sub-sequences,      s                           and                              , every 
sub-sequence pair satisfies label density will be mixed.
3.label-constrained subsequence: similar to 2 but the label must be the 
same.



Scoring and selecting plausible seqneces

To ensure the quality of generated mixed sequence, 
it introduces a scoring function that uses the 
perplexity given by a GPT2 on the augmented 
sequence.

Only the new sequence with a PPL within a specific 
range will be put into the augmented set for 
training.

The algorithm to obtain the augmented samples 
using SeqMix is shown on the right.



The whole training procedure
It considers the low-resource setting. Given 
a large unlabeled corpus     and a small 
annotated set    , a query policy will firstly 
used to get the of the most informative 
samples in      and get their annotation by 
initial model. Then mixup augmented 
samples are added to the training set 
together with previously queried samples.

This procedure will be done iteratively.



Experiments
It conducts experiments on CoNLL-03(NER), ACE05(event detection) and 
Webpage(NER), each dataset is initialized with a small number of labeled 
samples, data usage is ratio of data used in training. The proposed 3 
strategies are slightly better than baselines. 



Case study
It also provides a case study in which the subsequence (Slovenia, Kwasniewsk) 
and (Colorado 10 St) is mixed and obtain (Ohio ( novelist).



Conslusion

This paper uses a more complicated mixup method in which the resulted 
embedding is existed in the vocabulary and it also considers mixup in 
different levels. The scoring function that removing low-confident 
sequence usually appears in filtering method but first time in mixup 
method.



Thank you!


